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PRIMARY PARTNERS
EDUCATION PARTNERS
General Assembly - www.generalassemb.ly
George Mason University - www.gmu.edu
Georgetown University - www.georgetown.edu
George Washington University - www.gwu.edi
The University of Maryland - www.umd.edu
Virginia Tech - www.vt.edu

JURISDICTIONAL PARTNERS
Arlington Economic Development - www.arlingtoneconomicdevelopment.com
Fairfax County Economic Development Authority - www.fairfaxcountyeda.org
Fairfax County Government - www.fairfaxcounty.gov
Loudoun County Department of Economic Development - www.biz.loudoun.gov
Montgomery County Economic Development Corporation - www.choosemontgomerycountymd.com
Prince George’s County Economic Development Corporation - www.pgcedc.com
Washington D.C. Economic Partnership - www.wdcep.com
Washington D.C. City Government - www.dc.gov

DESIGN PARTNER
The Fosterly Census report was made beautiful in part by the talented

folks at Brllnt (pronounced brilliant), a local design and marketing agency
in the Shaw neighborhood of Washington D.C.
Learn more at: www.brllnt.co
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COMMUNITY PARTNERS
A Special Thanks
The Census could not have been as successful as it was without promotional
support from dozens of our community partners. A special thanks to Tara
Silver from SilverStrategy who helped organize this effort.

1776
A-Level Capital
Analytical Space
Anzu Partners
Black Female Founders
CIT Gap Funds
Cogent Law Group
Community Business Partnership
The Community Foundation for Northern Virginia
CONNECTpreneur Forum
Core Capital Partners
Curium Cyber
Data Community DC
DCFemTech
DC Tech Meetup
DC Web Women
DMV Startup
Emerging Technology Centers
Empowered Women International
Evolve
GFTB Digital
GP Ventures
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COMMUNITY PARTNERS
Grotech Ventures
Halcyon Incubator
Her Corner
Hera Hub DC
I/O Spaces
Impact Hub DC
Innovators Box
JTechDC
Ladies America / Ladies International Foundation
Project 500 / AUCIC
ProudlyMadeInDC
Refraction
LoudounSmallBiz.org
LoudounTechStartups
MakeOffices
Maryland Business Incubation Association
Mason Enterprise Center in Loudoun
Middleland Capital
Mobile2Social
Netcito
Netwalking
New Dominion Angels
NextGen Venture Partners
NotionTheory
Osage Venture Partners
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COMMUNITY PARTNERS
REPlexus
River Cities Capital Funds
Refraction
SCORE DC Chapter
SilverStrategy
Springboard Enterprises
Startups Ignite
SwingSpace
Tech in Motion DC
TechBreakfast
The Be Green Hub @BethesdaGreen
The Ola Initiative
The Wealth Factory
UXDC2017 Conference
Village Capital
Vinetta Project
Virginia PTAP
Virginia SBDC
Web Content Mavens
WeWork

++ Sponsored
SilverStrategy
SilverStrategy is a strategic marketing & PR agency that specializes in bringing innovation to life by developing problem-solving campaigns, positioning you where your presence matters most. Our work

begins at ideation, as problem solvers, from launch to growth metrics. We generate excitement for our
clients by building community which amplify untapped and impactful opportunities that communicate
with your target audience and position you in key markets. Our clients know that when working with
us, they get access, get noticed, and get connected. Learn more at: SilverStrategy.com
2016 Regional Startup Census | Fosterly.com/#Census
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REWARD PROVIDERS
A Special Thanks

The popular local businesses listed below generously donated prizes and
giveaways to help promote this year’s Fosterly Census.

Photo: DC United’s Conor Doyle

&Pizza - www.andpizza.com
9:30 Club - www.930.com
Cava Mezze - www.cavamezze.com
Collision Conference - www.collisionconf.com
DC United - www.dcunited.com
Urban Stems - www.urbanstems.com
Washington Kastles - www.washingtonkastles.com
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ABOUT
FOSTERLY

In 2011, a small group of entrepreneurs, creatives
and innovators from the greater Washington region
gathered in a coffee shop in search of community,
support and answers to common questions. In short
order, this loosely organized group was galvanized to
become Fosterly. Today Fosterly is widely regarded as
the authentic voice of the region’s creative community.
Fosterly exists to advance the interests of our regional innovation
ecosystem. Facilitating high-level conversations, enabling
cross-sector collaboration, and hosting strategic gatherings, the
Fosterly team works tirelessly for the benefit of our community.
Favoring genuine relationships over networking, we bring leaders
together to drive positive change and move our region forward.
In the early years, Fosterly worked diligently to create opportunities
for our region’s fledgling innovation ecosystem to coalesce.
Flagship event series such as Study Hall, a half day collaborative
co-working event, allowed small curated groups of entrepreneurs
and industry experts to build relationships while learning from one
another.
In 2015, Fosterly hosted Collaborate, the region’s largest innovation
conference attracting over 1,000 attendees and 135 speakers. The
Collaborate keynote by United States CTO Megan Smith, was her
first large public engagement after being appointed by President
Barack Obama. Other notable speakers at Collaborate included
Tom Chi, Founder of Google X and leaders from Facebook, GitHub,
NASA, the United Nations, USAID, Alibaba, and the White House.
In the past five years the greater Washington region’s innovation
ecosystem has developed immensely. There are now more
resources, events, and opportunities for entrepreneurs to connect
than ever before. With that in mind, Fosterly has set out to better
understand the dynamics of our community and use that understanding to help guide critical policy and investment decisions,
maximize impact, and increase the competitiveness of our region.
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2016 STARTUP
CENSUS
MISSION
To better understand the dynamics of
our region’s innovation economy so that
more informed decisions can be made
regarding policy and investments that
impact the community.

VISION

The Fosterly Startup Census was created in response to a need for
a more granular, localized understanding of our region’s innovation
ecosystem. In the last decade the greater Washington region, and
the District of Columbia in particular, has experienced a surge of
entrepreneurial activity. Many different factors have influenced this
momentum, some better understood than others, but where are we
now? And where do we go from here?
How will the policy decisions and investments we make today
affect the long term viability and competitive position of our region
in the future? These are incredibly difficult questions to answer.
Without a clear understanding of what drives this part of our
local economy, choosing the best path forward becomes almost
impossible. Fosterly does not pretend to be capable of making
these difficult decisions, but we can help those who do.

Our unified region will emerge as a
top-tier market for entrepreneurship
and technological innovation driven by
responsive, informed policy makers and
community leaders working together
to create sustainable growth through
radical inclusion.

The Fosterly Startup Census provides the missing context that
decision makers need to chart a path with confidence. The
hyper-local focus of the Census allows unique insights and relevant
data to surface that would otherwise go unnoticed. By repeating
the Census each year, long term trends will emerge in the data that
not only help guide us going forward, but measure past progress
as well.

GOALS

2016 marks the first annual Fosterly Startup Census. Over the
course of several months, hundreds of local companies were
surveyed to collect tens of thousands of data points. Fosterly then
cleaned and compiled the information in a search-able database.
Finally, our data science team used the database to generate
visualizations and identify possible correlations for analysis.

1. Build a diverse coalition of leaders,
institutions, firms and advocates who
share our vision.
2. Execute a multi-year initiative to
index and define our region’s unique
innovation engine.
3. Use this index to benchmark against
other regions and audit our progress.
4. Identify opportunities for transformative change and coordinate efforts to
pursue them on a regional scale.

INTERESTED IN SUPPORTING
THE 2017 CENSUS?
E-mail: adamz@fosterly.com

2016 Regional Startup Census | Fosterly.com/#Census

The consolidated findings and our written analysis is presented in
the report to follow. All data has been anonymized and displayed
in a way that protects the privacy of Census participants and the
proprietary information of participating companies.
The data collection, analysis and report have been completed to
the highest scientific standard the project’s resources would allow.
Best efforts have been made to eliminate bias and confounding
variables wherever possible. It is important to note, however, that
the information presented in this report constitutes the opinion of
Fosterly as informed by the data collected in the 2016 Census. It
does not represent a comprehensive assessment of every company
in the region nor do the conclusions necessarily represent the
views of our partners.
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OUR EMERGING
INNOVATION
ECONOMY

The fact that the Washington DC region is emerging as
an international hub of innovation is evident all around
us. Cranes go up daily, rushing to meet the demands
of a swelling population as businesses are launched
and new offices open. Active, affluent and diverse, the
creative class has arrived.
Most of our region’s startup companies were only founded in the
last five years, with 25% setting up in 2016 alone. Will all of those
who launched in 2016 still be around five years from today? No,
probably not. The people who started and run them, however, will.
Many factors have influenced the rapid increase of entrepreneurial
activity our region is currently experiencing. The early successes
of AOL and Blackboard attracted new investors, developed talent
and created millionaires that drove the creation of new businesses
and investments in the region. This is often referred to as a
“virtuous cycle of growth.”
Once a darling of the DCTech community, LivingSocial failed to
produce the headline grabbing IPO investors and the community
hoped for, however, it undeniably contributed to this virtuous cycle
and the momentum our region is now enjoying.
Countless driven young people who might have otherwise ended
up in New York, Boston or Silicon Valley landed in Washington
instead to join the LivingSocial rocket ship in its heyday. These
young people then spent several years gaining invaluable experience that no university entrepreneurship program or MBA could
ever hope to provide.
After LivingSocial, employees who now possessed significant
amounts of functional expertise, were empowered to find new ways
to support themselves. Some left for jobs in other markets, some
joined local companies, but many used their new skills to start
businesses of their own.

COMPANY AGE
How long ago was the
company founded?

25%

0
2016 Regional Startup Census | Fosterly.com/#Census
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FOUNDER SPOTLIGHT
RYLAND GREENHOUSE
Ryland Greenhouse, pictured at left, is the founder
of Mars on Gravity Productions. Before founding
Mars in 2014, Ryland was the Director of LivingSocial
Adventures (2010-2013) where he built a team of over
60 and managed a multi-million dollar P&L while still
in his 20s.
This experience and the relationships he developed
with venues, contractors, and vendors helped him
launch his boutique experience production company
shortly after LivingSocial Adventures shuttered.
Today, Mars is the go-to for brands like National
Geographic, Arc’Teryx and Pepsi when they need
creative firepower for their events and activations.

COMPANY PROFILE
++ Name: Mars on Gravity
++ Founded: 2014
++ Located: Washington, D.C.
++ Ward: 6 (Council member Charles Allen)
++ Employees: 2-10
++ Website: www.marsongravity.com

Photo Credit: Rachel Couch
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INDUSTRY OVERVIEW
Top Ten Industries

TOP INDUSTRIES FOR STARTUPS IN D.C.
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MOST ACTIVE STARTUP INDUSTRIES
Long pigeonholed as a Federal town populated primarily by lawyers, lobbyists, and political operatives, the
Washington D.C. region is showing unexpected versatility. While industries traditionally associated with the
region like Management Consulting do rank in the top ten, Software was the most common industry listed
with Marketing and Advertising, IT, Internet and Financial Services rounding out the top five.
This tracks with the surge in tech focused startups setting up shop in the Washington area in the past five to
ten years. Another good indicator of the region’s concentration of tech entrepreneurs is the DC Tech Meetup
which has grown to over 18,000 members since 2011 and ranks as one of the largest Meetups in the world.
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Overall Revenue by Sector
Counter to what many might expect, the majority of revenue generated by Washington area startups did
not come from public sector sales. Rather 77% of revenue came from the private sector which includes
business-to-business and business-to-consumer sales.
This is an important metric as it indicates a critical element of the value a thriving startup community
provides to our local economy. The more diverse our tax base is, the less dependent on revenue from
government contracts, the more resilient it is. Resilience drives sustainable growth.

25

Top Industry Revenue
Sector
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PRIVATE
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Computer
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STARTUP REVENUE
No startup industry reported deriving more than half of all revenue from the public sector. This indicates
a break from businesses traditionally associated with Washington D.C. that rely heavily on public sector
revenue. With increasing uncertainty in the public sector, diverse revenue streams should be viewed as a
critical asset and prerequisite for growth.
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OPTIMISTIC REVENUE GROWTH
Washington area startups anticipate strong growth in 2017 with 45% projecting revenues over $500,000,
more than double the number exceeding the half million dollar mark in 2015. Additionally, only the top 10% of
participating startups recorded revenues of $2M or more in 2015. By 2017 that number is expected to more
than double as well.
Note, not all census participants provided revenue information.

++ Sponsored
PwC Emerging Company Services
PwC’s Emerging Company Services group focuses on early stage technology and life science companies that are poised for or experiencing rapid growth. We understand the unique business aspects
and issues that these emerging companies face, and assist them in addressing the challenges that
accompany their expansion. Learn more at: www.pwc.com
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FOUNDER SPOTLIGHT
MARLA BLOW
Marla Blow, pictured at left, is the Founder
and CEO of FS Card, an early stage credit card
services organization offering mainstream credit to
underserved consumers.
Marla earned a undergraduate degree in Economics
from University of Pennsylvania, Wharton as well as
an MBA from Stanford University. After starting her
career at Morgan Stanley, Marla held positions at
JPMorgan Chase, Capital One, and the Consumer
Financial Protection Bureau before founding FS Card
in 2014.
In the wake of CARD Act reforms, which eliminated a
number of problematic credit card industry practices,
Marla recognized an opportunity to improve the
small dollar lending market. Marla and the FS Card
team created the Build Card as a mainstream credit
alternative to predatory payday loans. The Build Card
uses advanced analytical techniques, sustainable
product design, and behavioral incentives to provide
a scalable unsecured credit product in a market
where reasonably priced credit options are scarce.

COMPANY PROFILE
++ Name: FSCard
++ Founded: 2014
++ Location: Washington D.C.
++ Ward: 2 (Concilmember Jack Evans)
++ Employees: 20+
2016 Regional Startup Census | Fosterly.com/#Census

++ Website: www.fscardinc.com
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FOUNDER DEMOGRAPHICS
Founder Origins

WASHINGTON D.C.
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WELL TRAVELED
Founders in the D.C. ecosystem hail from all around the United States and abroad. In fact, almost the same
number of founders (13.9%) reported foreign places of birth as those who identified as native to the District
of Columbia. The seat of federal government, large military installations, and globally respected higher
education institutions provide a powerful draw for talented people from around the world and our community
is stronger for it.
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Photo: The women of BraveUX pitching at Fosterly’s CollaborateConference Startup Showcase

FOUNDER GENDER & AGE
31%

Female

<39 years old : 39%
>39 years old : 61%

68%

Male

<39 years old : 56%
>39 years old : 44%

1%

Other

WOMEN ENTREPRENEURS THRIVING
In 2014, Inc. Magazine named the Washington, D.C. metro area the best U.S. city for women entrepreneurs. This
accolade was based on the number of women led companies in the Inc. 5000. In fact, 23% of the women-led
companies on the Inc. 5000 are based in the D.C. metro region, beating out runner up New York with 20%.
This is not surprising as the Fosterly census found that 31% of participating startups included at least one female
founder, well above the national average of 18% according to Crunchbase.
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MAJORITY WOMEN OR MINORITY OWNED
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DIVERSITY BY DESIGN
Nearly half of D.C. metro startups report majority woman or minority ownership. This well above the
national average according to the U.S. Census Bureau. It is tempting to explain this away as the product
of companies positioning themselves to take advantage of government contracting opportunities
reserved for small, woman-owned and minority-owned businesses.
That seems unlikely to be the real reason, however, as only 23% of revenue generated by companies
participating in this census came from public sector sales. A more likely explanation is the extraordinarily
diverse and inclusive community that has emerged around Washington.

FOUNDER: AGE AT TIME OF FOUNDING
6%

21%

23%

13%

13%

10%

8% 5%

Age at Time of Founding
A majority (63%) of founders in the D.C. region started their companies before turning 40 but not quite
as many as you might think based on pop culture portrayals of startups.
In fact, a majority of female founders started their companies after their 39th birthdays. Perhaps the
additional experience and patience demonstrated by female founders has contributed to women-led
companies out-performing the S&P 500 by a factor of three according to Fortune.
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FOUNDER SPOTLIGHT
JULIE VERRATTI

COMPANY PROFILE

Julie Verratti, pictured above (right) with Co-Founders
Jeff Ramirez and Emily Bruno, is breaking barriers in
the Maryland craft brewing scene. Founded in 2014,
Denizens Brewing Company was only able to open its
doors after Verratti and team worked with Montgomery
County and Maryland state officials to change outdated
regulations that would have prevented the brewpub from
selling direct to consumers.

++ Name: Denizens Brewing Company
++ Founded: 2014
++ Location: Silver Spring, MD
++ County: Montgomery County
++ Employees: 35+
++ Website: www.denizensbrewingco.com

An attorney and LGBT activist, Ms. Verratti and wife
Emily Bruno envisioned Denizens as a place where all
beer drinkers would feel welcome. This strategy has
proven successful and helped the company capitalize
on an underserved portion of the craft beer market.
According to the Brewers Association, women make up
nearly 32% of craft beer drinkers, yet macro-brewers
often market their beers in ways that largely ignore
female drinkers or actively objectifies them.
Denizens’ strategy of inclusion extends to their
workforce as well which is over 50% women, an unusual
accomplishment in the industry.
2016 Regional Startup Census | Fosterly.com/#Census
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FOUNDER EDUCATION
++ Sponsored
Virginia Tech National Capital Region
Virginia Tech, the most comprehensive university in Virginia, is dedicated to quality, innovation,

and results for the commonwealth, the nation, and the world. The university’s growing presence

in the National Capital Region -- which began in 1969 -- includes graduate programs and research
centers in Alexandria, Arlington, Fairfax, Falls Church, Leesburg, Manassas, and Middleburg. In
addition to supporting the university’s teaching and research mission, Virginia Tech’s National

Capital Region has established collaborations with local and federal agencies, businesses, and
other institutions of higher education. Learn more at: www.ncr.vt.edu

FOUNDER: LEVEL OF EDUCATION

Highest Level of Education Achieved by Founders
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35%
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4%
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40%
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Some College
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FOUNDER EDUCATION LEVELS
Based on U.S. Census Bureau data from 2014, Washington, D.C. was recently named the most educated
metropolitan area in the country. With nearly half of the population over the age of 25 having earned a
bachelor’s degree or higher, it is not surprising that most D.C.-based entrepreneurs have achieved the same.
What is interesting, however, is that the concentration of graduate and post-graduate degrees held by the
entrepreneurial community at 49% is nearly as large as the percentage of the region’s general population that
holds any higher education degree.
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Photo: Georgetown Business School at night.

++ Sponsored
Georgetown
Entrepreneurship Initiative

Top Ten Founder College / Universities
FOUNDER: TOP 10 COLLEGES / UNIVERSITIES
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Under the banner of StartupHoyas, we

provide an extensive suite of academic,
extracurricular, and off-campus

programs, and connect our students to

accomplished alumni, industry experts,

FOUNDER ALMA MATERS

entrepreneurs and business executives.

A strong showing from D.C., Maryland and Virginia
higher education institutions indicates a positive
trend for the region. In the past, many students
would graduate and immediately relocate to a
different city unless they pursued a career in policy
or public service. Those interested in startups and
entrepreneurship often found themselves pulled to
New York, Boston, or the Bay area to put their new
degrees to work.

Our students are bold thinkers, ready
to tackle even the most complex

challenges. We provide them with the

knowledge and skills they need to see

opportunities, identify solutions, act on
their insights and add value to society.

Learn more at: www.startuphoyas.com

Toping the list with 9% of founders, University
of Maryland has contributed a large portion of
entrepreneurial talent to the local startup community.
A well established computer science program and
respected business school, University of Maryland
has educated many successful entrepreneurs
including Kevin Plank, billionaire founder of Under
Armour.
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SOCIAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP
++ Sponsored
Womble Carlyle - Strategic Allies
Your business is a living thing. It is continually evolving to assert its place within a complex

business ecosystem. At Womble Carlyle, our attorneys are well-positioned to provide enlightened
attention to the five key business areas that are core to any thriving enterprise, especially yours:
protecting your intellectual assets; establishing strong governance; identifying capital to grow;
managing real estate; and settling disputes.

Womble Carlyle team members are at once skilled attorneys and business strategists. We look

beyond your legal issue at hand to understand the bigger picture for your business. We identify

opportunities that lead to growth while helping you to avoid risks that could threaten your success.
Learn more at: www.wcsr.com/Practices/Impact-Economy

Do you consider your company to be double bottom lined?
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Do you consider your company to operate in the impact space?
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WANT TO CHANGE THE WORLD?
Our nation’s capital has long been viewed as the destination for brilliant young thinkers and doers who want
to change the world. Our creative community is rooted in this same idealistic altruism with a significant 69%
of startups self-identifying as “double bottom line” businesses. This means that they choose to measure
success by metrics other than financials which correspond with the company’s social mission.
There seemed to be less clarity when companies were asked if they operated in the “impact” space, a newer
term used to describe a wide variety of socially conscious enterprises.
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FOUNDER SPOTLIGHT
XIMENA HEARTSOCK
Dr. Ximena Heartsock, pictured at left, is a cofounder with Jeb Ory of Phone2Action a technology
platform that helps advocacy groups connect
supporters with lawmakers. Phone2Action became
profitable in 2015, only two years after launching in
2013, an unusual accomplishment for a high-growth
technology startup.
Chilean born, Ximena came to D.C. to earn her
doctorate from George Washington University
after-which she held leadership positions with D.C.
Public Schools and in Mayor Fenty’s administration.
In 2010 she joined a national advocacy group working
to advance education policy at the state level.
In 2013, Ximena created Phone2Action after being
frustrated that parents, especially in low-income
families, often did not know who their lawmakers
were or how to contact them. Three years later,
Phone2Action is now generating millions in annual
revenue and has created dozens of well paying jobs.

COMPANY PROFILE
++ Name: Phone2Action
++ Founded: 2013
++ Location: Arlington, Virginia
++ County: Arlington County
++ Employees: 25 - 50
++ Website: www.phone2action.com
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RESOURCES
TOP ACCELERATORS & INCUBATORS
9.7% 1776
1.4% Montgomery Co. Innovation Ctrs.
1.4% 500 Startups
1.4% Her Corner
0.9% Acceleprise
0.9% Accelerate DC
0.9% American University
0.9% AOL Fishbowl
0.9% Emerging Technology Center
0.9% Founders Institute
0.9% Georgetown Summer Launch Pgm
0.9% Halcyon Incubator
0.9% Mach37
0.9% University of Maryland
0.9% The Fort

2016 Regional Startup Census | Fosterly.com/#Census

Local powerhouse 1776, a hybrid
co-working space, accelerator and
entrepreneurship education vehicle
topped the list with nearly 10% of
startups reporting participating in the
organization’s programing.
With the stated purpose of helping
entrepreneurs take on the world’s
greatest problems, 1776 capitalizes
on the impact-focused innovation
community in the Washington region.
Boutique incubator Halcyon,
also made the top 10 despite a
significantly smaller footprint than
1776. Exclusively focused on social
entrepreneurs, Halcyon offers
a multi-phase program with a
residential component in the early
stages.
While the Halcyon cohorts are
small, alumni tend to remain
extremely engaged and the tight-knit
community has proven to be an asset
for the organization.
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SOURCES OF FUNDING & SUPPORT
50

45%
Outside Investors
36%
Accelerator or Incubator

30

12%
Research Grant or Award

10

UNIQUE REGIONAL OPPORTUNITIES
The Washington region’s proximity
to federal agencies, labs, and
NGOs provide our startups a
unique advantage, but only 12% of
participants in the Fosterly Census
report research grants or awards as
a source of funding. The U.S. Small
Business Administration operates a
grant program (SBIR) that issued over
3,400 grants totaling more than $2B
in 2016.

5%
SBA Backed Business Loan

0

Montgomery County Economic Development Corporation

++ Sponsored

It’s an ideal time to innovate in Montgomery County – and the MCEDC is here to connect you to
inspiring mentors, creative work spaces, access to capital and a pipeline of customers. Experience the advantages of our global reach and savvy talent base.
Learn more at: www.choosemontgomerycountymd.com
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FOUNDER SPOTLIGHT
TIM HWANG
Tim Hwang, pictured at left, is the Founder and
CEO of FiscalNote, a cloud based software solution
for government affairs. The platform uses artificial
intelligence and big data to help clients predict
outcomes of legislation at the federal, state and local
level.
Tim founded FiscalNote in 2013 while he was still
finishing school at Princeton University. He and two
co-founders scraped together $25,000 and spent
the summer before his senior year living and working
out of a Motel6 in Silicon Valley. Three years later,
the company has grown rapidly, raising more than
$28 million in venture capital and hiring over 100
employees.
Recently named one of Forbe’s 30 under 30, Tim
became interested in politics at a young age. At 16,
he served as a field organizer for the Obama ‘08
campaign and a year later, at age 17, Tim was elected
to the Montgomery County School Board.

COMPANY PROFILE
++ Name: FiscalNote
++ Founded: 2013
++ Location: Washington, D.C.
++ Ward: 2 (Councilmember Jack Evans)
++ Employees: 100+
++ Website: www.fiscalnote.com
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FUNDS RECEIVED TO DATE
OUTSIDE FUNDING
80

67%

70
60
50
40
30
20

8%

10
0

$0 to $50K

$50K to $250K

5%

3%

5%

6%

7%

$250K to $500K

$500K to $1M

$1M to $2M

$2M to $5M

$5M+

0.9%

0.9%
0.5%

0.5%

$2M to $5M

$5M+

GRANT MONEY
5

4.6%

4
3
2

1.8%

1.4%

1
0

$0 to $50K

$50K to $250K

$250K to $500K

$500K to $1M

$1M to $2M

MISSING EARLY STAGE FUNDING
The parabolic shape of the outside funding chart above hints at a problem afflicting the Washington region
and others around the country. Many startups have raised small “friends and family” rounds under $50,000
but as the dollar amount climbs towards $1M, fewer and fewer report success. Rather than continue that
downward trend, however, after the $1M mark the number of startups securing funding in the higher ranges
actually increases along with the dollar amount.
This is indicative of the funding gap that exists for startups with capital requirements between $50K and $1M.
Often the dollar amount is simply too large for friends, family, or an individual angel investor but not large
enough for venture capital. There has been a lot of discussion recently about how to bridge this gap. The
Fosterly Census data, however, suggests that grant and award money may provide a solution to this problem.
Notice the grant money chart shows an inverse trend across the $50K to $1M range.
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Photo: An early Fosterly Study Hall

FOSTERLY STUDY HALL
SUMMARY
Ultra collaborative co-working with a curated group of your peers. Spend an afternoon working in a collaborative
environment with exceptional entrepreneurs, creatives, and subject matter experts. Just bring your questions,
challenges, expertise, an open mind, and willingness to help others.

STUDY HALL EDITIONS
Fosterly Study Hall events are hosted throughout the year and come in three flavors.

GENERAL INTEREST

WOMEN ONLY

SPECIAL EDITION

++ For full-time / part-time and

++ Hosted by Melanie Spring.

++ Topical, timely, and tightly

aspiring entrepreneurs.

++ Open to entrepreneurs in
any industry.

++ Limited to 50 participants.
++ Application required.

++ Reserved for women
entrepreneurs.

++ Limited to 50 participants.
++ Application required.

focused.

++ Reserved for entrepreneurs
in the selected domain.

++ Limited to 50 participants.
++ Application required.

FIND OUT WHAT STUDY HALL IS BEING OFFERED NEXT: Fosterly.com/#studyhall
2016 Regional Startup Census | Fosterly.com/#Census
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STARTUP GEOGRAPHY
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Falls Church City
7.2%

Prince Georges

3.0%
Alexandria

0.6%
Manassas

3.0%
2.4%
1.8%
1.8%

0.6%
Charles

1.8%

MAIN OFFICE BY STATE, COUNTY
40%

D.C.
WARD 2
21.7%

WARD 1
7.2%

WARD 3
3%

Virginia

WARD 6 WARD 4 WARD 5
2.4%
1.8%
1.8%

N/A
1.8%

32%
FAIRFAX
14.5%

ARLINGTON
7.8%

ALEXANDRIA
3%

Maryland

28%
MONTGOMERY
16.9%
0

5

10

BALTIMORE CITY PRINCE GEORGES
3.6%
3%

15

20
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35
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Washington metro area startups are fairly evenly distributed
between D.C., Maryland and Virginia with a slightly higher
density in the District.
The large county of Fairfax boasted the highest density in
Virginia at 14.5%, followed by Arlington at 7.8%. Both Virginia
counties include trendy areas like Clarendon / Courthouse
in Arlington and Fairfax’s Mosaic District. Also, both counties
are home to universities with research facilities and well
developed entrepreneurship programs which could help
explain the density.
In Maryland, Montgomery County recorded a much higher
density than its neighbors. The county’s affluent population,
proximity to D.C. proper, and the presence of technology
giants like Microsoft all contribute to making Montgomery
county a fertile area for startups.

Fairfax County Economic Development Authority

++ Sponsored

With thousands of tech companies, a skilled workforce and great schools, Fairfax County is
perfect for startups. Fairfax County’s Economic Development Authority is here to help.
Visit fairfaxcountyeda.org to find out how we assist innovators.
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FOUNDER SPOTLIGHT
JAMES QUIGLEY
James Quigley is the CEO & Co-Founder of Canvas,
a Virginia-based company that is transforming how
colleagues connect with each other and interact
with customers in an increasingly mobile first
workplace. James has a long history of building
successful wireless companies, which may be
one of the reasons Canvas has more than 60,000
customers internationally. Prior to Canvas, he was
Vice President and Managing Director at inCode
Wireless, which was later acquired by VeriSign.
Other successful start-ups with which he has
worked include Aether Systems, Orbcomm, and
Peak Technologies (formerly a division of R.R.
Donnelley).
Notwithstanding his success at Canvas, James
also makes time as a co-founder at Refraction
(www.refractionpoint.org), an amazing co-working
community located in the heart of Reston Town
Center. With nearly 50 companies and 5 non-profits
working within Refraction’s more than 23,000
square feet of space, you’re bound to meet some
phenomenal entrepreneurs actively engaged in
strengthening Fairfax County’s ecosystem.
James has won numerous awards for corporate
leadership, including being named one of 2012’s Top
50 CEOs by the Center for Innovative Technology,
one of the top 20 global executives in his field
by CLO Magazine and the World Supply Chain
Forum, and one of the top 15 DC start-up CEOs to
follow on Twitter. Most recently, InformationWeek
named James the IT Hero of 2016 at their Elite 100
Conference in Las Vegas. In 2007, his team designed
and delivered a mobile solution that was used for
tracking deadly global pandemics, an application
that ultimately won the Motorola Wireless Solution
of the Year Award.
2016 Regional Startup Census | Fosterly.com/#Census

COMPANY PROFILE
++ Name: Canvas
++ Founded: 2008
++ Location: Reston, Virginia
++ County: Fairfax County
++ Employees: 70+
++ Website: www.gocanvas.com
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STARTUP OFFICE TRENDS

Photo: WeWork Wonder Bread Factory

CHANGING LANDSCAPE
Five years ago, co-working would not have been listed on the chart above. Now more than 28% of startups in
the Washington region rely on co-working providers for their office space. Both NYC based WeWork and local
co-working brand Make Offices have invested heavily in the DC region, opening more than a dozen locations
combined in the last three years.
Despite the obvious appetite for the flexible lease terms and trendy shared work space co-working provides,
the majority of startups still prefer a traditional lease. Often once a company reaches 15 to 20 employees
co-working offers diminishing returns and it is more cost effective to enter into a long term lease.
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OFFICE SIZE

OFFICE TYPE
50
41.9%

14%

10,000+ Sq ft.

33%

1,000 to 9,999 Sq ft.

16%

500 to 999 Sq ft.

37%

500 Sq ft.

40

28.4%

30

20

17.2%

7.9%

10

2.3%
0

Leased

CoHome
Working Office

SubLeased

1.4%

0.5%

0.5%

Owned Incubator Tech
Virtual
Incubator

LENGTH OF LEASE
35

32%

31%

30
25
20

14%

15

17%

10

6%

5
0

1 month

2-23 mo

Fairfax County

2-3 years

4-9 years

10+ years

++ Sponsored

We aim to transform Fairfax County into an innovation hub, and we want to be your partner

to help foster startups, entrepreneurs and innovation. This is why we’re proud to team up with
Fosterly—and you. Learn more about our economic success plan that’s helping leading the
way: www.fairfaxcounty.gov/success
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STARTUP WORKFORCE
++ Sponsored
General Assembly
General Assembly is a global education company specializing in 21st century skills: tech, business, data, and design. Our vision is a global community of individuals empowered to pursue
work they love through best-in-class instruction, access to opportunities, and through our

global network. We work with students online and in person across 25 campuses around the

world; we also work with thousands of companies as partners in course development, graduate
placement, and corporate training. Let us help you train your employees or hire your next web

developer, data scientist, or user experience designer! Learn more at: www.generalassemb.ly

HIRING
NEXTHires
12 Planned
MONTHS
Full TimeWITHIN
and Part Time
in the Next 12 Months
HIRING EMPLOYEES
1% 100+
1% 51-100
2% 21-50
7% 11-20
83%

22% 5-10
17% 3-4

STARTUPS ARE HIRING

34% 1-2

83% of startups plan to hire full time or part time
employees in the next 12 months.

17% Not Hiring

HIRING INTERNS

1% 11+
34%

12% 5-10
66%

15% 3-4
37% 1-2
34% Not Hiring
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++ Sponsored
Annual Deans’ Business Competition & VSGI Mobile Game Competition

George Mason’s Business Competition & Mobile Game Competition celebrate changemakers,
innovators & entrepreneurs from across our campuses. Join us as students & alumni present their
innovative products, services & business models. April 28th in Arlington.
Learn more at: www.business.gmu.edu/innovation

Employees and Benefits

COMPETITIVE BENEFITS AND SALARIES
While startups typically pay slightly below market salaries early on, the Fosterly Census data indicates
that an emphasis on flexibility and opportunities to learn attract top talent to our region’s startups.

EMPLOYEES & BENEFITS
Employees have one
or more graduate degrees

70% Yes

Allows employees
to work remotely

93% Yes

Offers employees 401K
or other retirement plan

22% Yes

Match employee
contributions to their 401K

75% Yes

Budget for ongoing
training for employees

43% Yes

0
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SALARIES
FOUNDERS

AVERAGE ANNUAL SALARY
$130,000+
11%
$100K - $130K
6%

EMPLOYEES

AVERAGE ANNUAL SALARY
$130,000+ 5%
$100K - $130K
10%

$80K - $100K
18%
$80K - $100K
6%

$50K - $80K
12%

$50K - $80K
18%

FOUNDERS ARE TEAM PLAYERS
$30K - $50K
11%

$30K - $50K
12%

$1K - $30K
12%

$1K - $30K
11%

$0
11%

No Response

Unlike corporate America, we noticed very little
difference between salaries reported for founders
and the average full time employee. In many cases,
in fact, founder salaries were the same or lower than
their employees.

$0
7%

No Response
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HIRING WITHIN NEXT 12 MONTHS
HIRING EMPLOYEES
University of Maryland

++ Sponsored

1% 100+

1% 51-100
At the University of Maryland, we cultivate
a campus of fearless innovators and entrepreneurs to

disrupt the norm to bring about change.
empowering students to re-imagine the landscape,
2% By
21-50
not blend in, we prepare them to solve the world’s toughest problems. Every corner of our
7% 11-20

campus, from the sciences and humanities to research and business, is committed to launching
83%

22% 5-10

Fearless Ideas.

Learn more at: www.umd.edu

17% 3-4
34% 1-2
17% Not Hiring

HIRING INTERNS IN THE NEXT 12 MONTHS
HIRING INTERNS

1% 11+
34%

12% 5-10
66%

15% 3-4

Number of
Interns Planned

37% 1-2
34% Not Hiring

STARTUP INTERNSHIPS
Internships play an important role in any startup ecosystem helping develop critical talent pipelines and
given students the opportunity to gain functional expertise. 66% of D.C. metro startups are planning to
hire interns in the next few months and a Fosterly will be facilitating many of them.
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FOSTERLY'S 2017 INTERN MATCH
SUMMARY
Building upon the success of previous years’ Intern
Match programs (we’ve helped over one hundred local
startups and entrepreneurial organizations hire many of
the region’s best potential interns), Fosterly’s Internship
Match Initiative is back. The Spring 2017 Intern Match is
open to all startups and entrepreneurial organizations in
the District of Columbia, Maryland, and Virginia. Students
are invited to participate from the higher education
institutions listed below. Intern Match is (and always
will be) free for students, and there is an optional $99
payment for participating organizations.

TIMELINE
++ January 9th: Registration Opens
++ February 17th: Registration Closes
++ February 20th: Early data provided to

#FosterlyCensus participating orgs, who
may reach out to students immediately.

++ February 27th: Applicant data provided to

all participating orgs, and all organizations
can begin contacting students.

++ March 31st: Intern Match Initiative Closes

FORMAT
Students from participating schools, startups, and
entrepreneurial organizations from the DC region fill out
an online application. Participating organizations in the
DC region receive a list of all applicants and then contact
the applicants they’re interested in. Discussions and
interviews are conducted. Students get hired.* Everyone
rejoices.

SIGN UP NOW
++ www.fosterly.com/#internmatch

*Legal mumbo jumbo: Participating organizations are under no obligation to extend
internship offer(s) and applicants are not guaranteed internship opportunities.

2016 Regional Startup Census | Fosterly.com/#Census
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FOSTERLY CENSUS FUN FACTS
Below is a collection of mildly interesting but oddly shaped facts that did not quite make it into
the main report.
++ Jeff and Lisa are the most popular founders’
names for men and women, respectively.

++ 17% of respondents offer on-site bike storage.
Let’s get moving!

++ Traditional lawyers are still the go to with 75%

of respondents engaging outside counsel for
at least one reason (compared to 28% that have
used used LegalZoom, Rocket Legal, or a similar
service). Of course, there may be some overlap
there.

++ Hey AARP! The oldest person to found or co-

found a company was 70 years old at the time of
company creation. 42 were over the age of 50.

++ Our region has recently been described as a top
co-working and alternative real estate leasing
model hot bed. While, 21% of respondents
indicate that have a real estate broker or leasing
agent 29% of respondents indicate that they
plan to move from their primary office within
the next 12 months. Perhaps D.C. based startup
Swing Space is on to something.

++ Even though the SBA’s headquarters is on 3rd

Street SW in DC, only 5% of respondents have
utilized an SBA backed business loan.

++ Trademarks typically cost less and take less

time to obtain than patents, which might be why
more companies have filed for the former. 53%
of respondents have filed for trademarks while
only 28% have filed for patents.

++ Only 27% of respondents sell physical products.
++ When it comes to press and publicity, 80% of

respondents have sought out professional help
by hiring a public relations company.

++ There were 265 unique first names among
founders.

++ Founders and co-founders have very diverse educational backgrounds including undergraduate
and graduate degrees in conflict resolution,
chemistry, bioengineering, journalism, international relations, economics, graphic design,
finance, computer science, marketing, teaching,
mechanical engineering, architecture, and law,
among many others.

++ 29% of respondents indicated that they don’t
plan to go to any events in 2017.

++ 23% of respondents indicated that they plan to

attend at least one Tech Breakfast event in 2017.

++ Employee retreats are surprisingly popular. 28%

of respondents plan to have at least one in 2017.

++ 31% of respondents offer “healthy snacks” at
their office.

++ 56% of respondents plan to raise funds in the
next 12 months.

++ 62% of respondents are trying to sell to the
enterprise market.

++ 57% of respondents were interested in Foster-

ly’s Spring 2017 Intern Match.
(Learn more at www.fosterly.com/#internmatch)
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FREE FORM RESPONSES
Recognizing that this was the first time that Fosterly attempted a regional Census, we decided to include a
few open ended questions at the end of the response form. Here is a largely unedited listing of responses
with limited information redacted to ensure anonymity and improve ease of reading (e.g., correcting a few
spelling errors, changing sentence case, etc...). Although it goes without saying, the comments below do not
necessarily represent the views of Fosterly or the Census’ sponsors and partners.

What are your company's most significant opportunities for growth (revenue, staff, or
geographic footprint), and what would enable you to achieve it?
++ Being able to convince an educational institution to break away from the large incumbent
player in our market.

++ Revenue and locking sales
++ Currently profitable consulting firm; focusing

all efforts towards scaling and productizing our
culture assessment into a subscription model
which includes a dashboard + tools and support
so we can serve 1000 companies at a time over
the long term instead of 15 at a time. Need to
build our sales processes in order to build out a
team.

++ I think we have a unique idea that builds on

people’s desire to be a part of an urban lifestyle
concept and to share that space to connect with
others that are looking for the same thing.

++ Arab world, global
++ Have not yet begun fundraising
++ We have huge potential for growth (revenue/

staff). We need time to focus on sales in order to
achieve it.

++ New product development in additional ag

++ Revenue; high profile clients and adding
consulting business partners

++ To launch nationwide, have our users be our

crowd-sourcers, adding to the database. A
small investment of $50,000-$70,000 could help
us bring on a more trustworthy and attentive
developer.

++ I would like to open a second location. I will

need considerable financial resources, plus
commercial real estate advice.

++ Revenue--branching into corporate recognition
++ Staff--enable us to grow faster with important
skills founding team does not possess

++ E xpand from current niche serving luxury

hotels. Requires further software development
for scalability.

++ Increasing revenue through strategic partner-

ships and added capabilities. We are known for
our core service (sales management training
and coaching), and our strong relationships with
sales leaders give us the inside track for sales
training and other adjacent opportunities.

commodities, international growth. We need
revenue!
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What are your company's most significant opportunities for growth (revenue, staff, or
geographic footprint), and what would enable you to achieve it? (cont.)
++ Geographic growth
++ Revenue -- merging with another firm
++ Revenue and Geographic Footprint. Talent

acquisition and financing are critical to growth.

++ Access to a excellent tech resources and sales/
marketing folk.

++ Revenue by adding more schools that fit the

Flex Academies profile for a school. We have
added a Director of Development to find those
schools and begun to develop relationships with
potential Regional Directors outside of DC to
manage the markets.

++ Revenue, more clients and training
opportunities

++ Have 1 or 2 more engaging events that pay well
to hire an admin person to be more engaging
with my clients.

++ Inventory and local market presence
++ More marketing support work helps us attract
more customers, and therefore grow.

++ Working more with venture capital and investors
to drive innovation in regulated industries.

++ Staff, sales
++ Revenue - we need early stage funding in order
to develop our product enough to launch and
get revenue

++ Still working to achieve product market fit and
rapid iteration on the product.

++ Organic community growth and social media
engagement.

++ We are on a mission to transform the way office
leases are transacted in the US and beyond.
This will require a new awareness about how to
simplify and streamline the leasing process, as
well as time and money to implement.

++ Revenue by continuing to grow and build sales
and marketing

++ Continued awareness of our offering
++ Creating unique products compared to competitors. Revenue to order in bulk to create those
products would be key. Affordable workspace
outside my home would also help growth.

++ [We] use an internal team and an effective

combination of channel partners to market and
sell [our] software product line. Social media
and trade shows are utilized to generate leads
followed up with WebEx demonstrations, testdrives and in-person visits to close. [We] have
established reseller agreements with XEROX for
the US, Fujitsu for Australia, New Zealand and
East Asia, and [are] actively pursuing capital for
the United Kingdom.

++ Public schools/education
++ As a professional disruptor--I have plenty of

room to scale and profit. Looking from my
perch---once I can secure my branding and
content funds---publish the book and launch my
first event. Everyone will want the thoughts of
Global Gains Consulting on their desks.

++ CAPITAL
++ Staff and social media
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What are your company's most significant opportunities for growth (revenue, staff, or
geographic footprint), and what would enable you to achieve it? (cont.)
++ New York City, and other large metro areas

around the nation. We are insured nationwide
and want to open satellite locations with local
caregivers.

++ Geographic foot print
++ Business development
++ Government Contracts
++ Hiring new employees
++ Introductions to agencies with legacy COBOL
programs

++ Revenue
++ I’m still in testing phase.
++ Health coaching
++ Our most significant opportunities for growth

are in grants and donors interested urban
farming, value-added product processing,
micro-enterprise support for low-income
entrepreneurs, advocacy and public policy;
additionally, these programmatic areas have potential as revenue generating social enterprise
components. Staffing up the social enterprise
components will lead to job creation through
the increased production through farming and
making value-added products. Our geographic
footprint will expand into Prince George’s
County as land becomes increasingly available
there, and as the gentrification displaces our
target populations from DC proper.

++ Sales

2016 Regional Startup Census | Fosterly.com/#Census

++ Using software to scale our services to continue
to push our insights in a more repeatable and
scalable fashion to our loyal base of clients.

++ Closing our next round of funding:)
++ No response
++ Need a couple more early adopters
++ Money. Sales.
++ E xpand reach through more internet marketing;
offer new product

++ Aggressively attacking underserved industry

verticals in the defense and trade association
space. Scaling our own mobile-first digital
media monitoring and analytics application.

++ Partnering with residential construction/renovation firms

++ New products without using government
regulated data. SBIR grant

++ N/A
++ Refining product and seed funding
++ Revenue
++ We target health insurers as customers. We’re
building a strong pipeline of insurers and
potential strategic channel partners.

++ Revenue + incubator opportunities
++ Staff and revenue
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What are your company's most significant opportunities for growth (revenue, staff, or
geographic footprint), and what would enable you to achieve it? (cont.)
++ External outreach, Inbound content and Blog
++ OAS, advisors
++ Grow sales - globally
++ Customer growth post funding
++ We have been able to build a service that allows

us to reach a market that has been previously off
limits for other companies in our industry. There
are 5.9 million small businesses in the US, and
nearly 10 times that number outside the US.

++ Development of a software product. Need to
clarify ideas and options.

++ Geographic footprint and expanding wholesale.
Reducing regulatory barriers and increasing
capacity to make products.

++ Distribution deals with African financial
institutions

++ Immerse in School Music Program
++ New market expansion and additional marketing in DC.

++ introductions to executives in insurance companies. greater opportunity for additional pilots
with local government to test effect sizes of our
products.

++ Product
++ Enterprise Digital Transformation
++ Revenue... more awareness. More capital... more
investors coming to DC

++ Partnerships and direct sales, manpower and
sales skills will help us get there

++ 8(a) award
++ Securing one of two long-term contracts would

allow the company founder to focus on growing
staff and client portfolio.

++ We need to build the mobile app and strength-

en our geographic footprint. SOCIALgrlz needs
realistic resources to build the product and test
the product.

++ Expansion into Northern Virginia
++ Growing long term care population
++ Geographic footprint expansion.
++ Internationalization of foreign companies. US
Foreign direct investment strategies

++ We would like to work more with large media

companies, firms developing large enterprise
software products, and firms developing
internal applications to run their businesses.

++ E xpansion to other states after completing
licensing

++ Launch of the FeedbacK Golf line with proper
capitalization.

++ Contract opportunities that fund innovation and
research

++ Growth will come through revitalization of

the defense and space marketplace, primarily
focused on communications.

++ E xpansion of our target market
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What are your company's most significant opportunities for growth (revenue, staff,
or geographic footprint), and what would enable you to achieve it? (cont.)
++ My firm’s most significant opportunities for

growth are in the financial services industry, particularly banking. It could be where I generate
most revenue, especially if I can go global. I can
write high-level content for UK and Canadian
banks. But all that depends on what Donald
Trump does to the economy. Having both the
White House and Congress controlled by the
GOP has tanked the economy every time it’s
been the case.

++ E xpansion, expansions, and expansion. Accomplished through more wonderful people on the
team.

++ Revenue, full-time hiring
++ Revenue once the therapeutic obtains FDA
approval. So regulatory support is key

++ Channel partners could help us with customer
aggregation

++ Sales. It’s enterprise, so it’ll just take time.
++ Revenue, staff, or geographic footprint. Additional revenue to fund internal projects.

++ Scalable platform for professionals and

enterprises everywhere, enabled by web
development.

++ Expansion
++ Market Expansion and Service/Product Expansion. Finding the right talent.

++ Acquire a handful of customers, prove out

unit economics, raise a round, build out some
staff positions, deploy our app, hopefully
that will result in high growth and meaningful
value creation. Possibly there may be adjacent
business lines we can enter.

++ Revenue

++ We need to grow our network of school

++ Geographic footprint. capital would allow us to

++ Funding to finish product development (“Mari-

++ Ggoing national customer acquisition strategy

partners

juana Breathalyzer”). This is an untapped market
with a huge need and large revenue potential
($1.2B market size).

++ Funding - speaking to the right local funders
who love the outdoors/ are willing to learn
or already understand the landscape of the
outdoor industry.

++ Widespread and rapid adoption of SaaS microservices for business processes in the enterprise
would create huge growth opportunities for us.
Finding the right channel partners could enable
us to be in the right place at the right time.
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hire the staff needed to grow.

in 2017 with a marketing clean-up and campaign

++ Team/Talent, expertise, client base, and revenue
++ Revenue, staff
++ Partnerships
++ More revenue from Customers
++ Partnerships
++ Revenue and staff. Growth through geographic
foot print in local market, then nationally.
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What are your company's most significant opportunities for growth (revenue, staff, or
geographic footprint), and what would enable you to achieve it? (cont.)
++ Revenue, better sales plan
++ Ability to secure a retail location and scale

the business outside of our garage. Requires
financing and outside advisors.

++ Cracking scalable sales with SMBs, which are
a notoriously challenging customer group to
serve cost-effectively

++ More money!
++ Revenue and user base via social scaling
++ Enterprise
++ Revenue; Funding
++ Securing $3+ million in venture funding early by
Q1 2017 so we can expand our sales/marketing
capacity and accelerate growth.

++ We see our technology products as positively
disruptive within a generally static industry.

++ Marketing
++ Revenue; Better working networks
++ Product is ready. Sales coming in. Marketing

efforts are underway (automation, content...)

++ Continuing expansion with employees 500,000
or more, increase corporate marketing campaigns to corporate chief security officers.

++ Revenue, staff.
++ Access to capital would definitely help with the

staff support during our interim growth period.
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++ We have an opportunity to operate a corporate
cafeteria daily. Need 50,000 operating to make
payroll and purchase inventory. No overhead,
captive audience. 300,000 projected gross
revenue for 2017.

++ Our growth by design is replication. When I

pull this off, I’d like to be able to replicate the
effort, even if on a smaller scale in other location
-- not necessarily heavily populated regions,
just replicate where it would be impactful to the
area both in terms of opening up opportunities,
bring in business who would use the facility
for their internal, & HR onboard training, but in
terms of bringing back internships and apprenticeships, expanding a community/city/state’s
ability to design/modify its own growth based
upon having the training facility resource that is
flexible, all encompassing and customizeable.

++ E xpanding number of sellers on the platform,
expanding geographic areas that we service,
including internationally.

++ We have a product line we’d like to develop to

better support the work we do, we need to raise
capital to generate the runway to develop it.

++ Silicon Valley is the low-hanging fruit, followed
closely by former Soviet Union countries, then
China. We are active in these locations and
more with reference customers in all three.

++ Cutting into the Gala, Annual Meeting/Con-

ference, Non-Profit Fundraising and nationally
produced festival markets. Our current client
base is local - but we’re starting to branch out.
I need to clone myself so that I can double my
business development efforts, which is 100%
networking.
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What are your company's most significant opportunities for growth (revenue, staff,
or geographic footprint), and what would enable you to achieve it? (cont.)
++ Geographic footprint
++ Revenue and Geographic Footprint.
++ Increasing adoption, speeding up software

development for better integration, improving
consulting services. The biggest bottleneck is
finding the people who would fight for achieving these outcomes, or clients that will lead to
more growth.

++ We have a partner that would like to make our

game mandatory for 360k people. That would
instantly scale our company and produce ad
revenue. We simply need seed funding to add
features and analytics to our game to track user
performance per request of our partner.

++ We need our team to go full-time
++ Revenue, automation platforms for acquisition
and metric, key staff - 2 developers, 1 UX/UI
Designer, 3 Customer Success(onboarding
specialists) and 1 inside sales rep. Traction
position us a dominate player in category and
gets us to 1100 and $1.3M revenue.

++ Visibility.
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QUESTION 2
What threats or impediments to growth does your company face, and what would help you
mitigate them?
++ The incumbent player in our market, existing
federal legislation benefitting incumbent.

++ More contenders and we would have to promote ourselves more

++ There are only 3 of us trying to do everything.

We will start thinking about looking for funding
for hiring a sales team (and other infrastructure)
but we want to see how far we can take it.

++ Rent, rent, rent. We are not in a space now but

hope to be in 2017. I will be taking advantage
of opportunities that allow me to get solid
investors or other financial assistance to reduce
the looming issue of rent. I also plan on using a
broker that will assist me in every way possible
to negotiate a good deal. Lastly, I plan to cultivate a community of faithful clients/customers
by providing personal service, unique products,
and interesting/fun social events.

++ Time, funds
++ The biggest impediment to growth is lack of

funding. This company has been bootstrapped,
so hiring is always a leap.

++ I have not taken out any significant loans so far.

Taking on a large debt is risky. I need to be sure
I have a team of expert advisors if I decide to
expand to another location.

++ Running out of money
++ Unable to develop software fast enough and

thereby allowing competition to catch up.
Resolved by either taking external investment
to expand our development bandwidth or
by being acquired by a company with more
available capital.

++ Growing staff costs, increasing healthcare pre-

miums putting pressure on individual earnings,
difficulty of standing out in a very noisy digital
world.

++ Time -- continuing to prioritize my time
++ Copyright law changes.
++ Pace for an idea of ours to reach market is very
slow. We also don’t have established working
connections with clients in the product market
we are trying to enter.

++ Running out of cash before achieving prod-

++ Not finding the schools and being able to

++ Impediments to growth: A market that has a

++ Budget restraints on client side

uct-market fit

need for services that are provided and limited
capital, which results in a long sales cycle.
Mitigation: Bigger prospect pipeline and steady
cash flow.

++ Another competitor raises a round of funding
quicker than we do and gets to the finish line
before we do! :(
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expand.

++ Not having enough time or money to hire an

admin person during the peak times. Not having
a great online presence.

++ Time - bootstrapping and working two other

jobs to fund the company. If i could make the
time to develop a solid revenue projection
I could confidently seek debt as a kick start
allowing me to focus more time/effort on the
launch
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What threats or impediments to growth does your company face, and what would help you
mitigate them?
++ It’s really hard to reach new customers when we
have an experience that relies on an in-person
events with limited space. Our growth depends
on having lots of sites, but we don’t have the
cash flow for doing real marketing.

++ A change in Federal government could offer

a significant threat to my business model. If
companies shift resources to Federal lobbying,
I am hurt.

++ Price competition with china products

++ Obtaining capital with reasonable terms
++ Raising funds; finding investors who are committed to our mission

++ I need money to hire support staff, it’s a lot of
work for one person.

++ Marketing
++ We could have our technology stolen before we
can establish ourselves in the market.

++ Unconscious bias of investors against a

++ Getting two or more significant customers

++ We need to figure out a compelling use case for

++ Staff

female-led team, bias against solo founders,
access to capital.

telepresence in VR that people will pay money
for. If we can do that, we’re in a great position. If
not, it’s gonna be a tough road.

++ Finance. We would like to have more funding
support.

++ Money & competition. We will out work and out
innovate our competitors.

++ Customer acquisition and we need to focus on
sales and marketing

++ High property taxes and inflated property

values in Northern Virginia. Renting space thru a
group, art studio or maker space, looks like the
only way I can afford to stay in this area within
the next 5 years of growing my business.

++ Our largest problem is receiving funding to
develop platform needed

++ The only threat I see is the language or axis

from which i pivot. There is not a current model
to assume normalcy, I am creating, living and
disrupting simultaneously. That is the threat.
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would be enough to establish ourselves and
make it difficult to push us out.

++ Our threats to growth are the ability to increase
the organizational capacity and accumulate
the funding necessary to take advantage of
opportunities.

++ Rising competition
++ More and more organizations adding a “data”
focused vertical to what they do. Including
marketing firms, survey companies, event
technology providers.

++ Runway
++ Competition.
++ Underfunded to invest in more marketing
++ Financing and access to capital in order to

afford the front-loaded costs of taking on larger,
more ambitious projects. Establishing additional partnerships with individuals and agencies to
be able to scale up for larger projects without
incurring overhead costs.
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What threats or impediments to growth does your company face, and what would help you
mitigate them?
++ Sole proprietor problems of not-enough-time;

hiring a FT person instead of multiple PT people

++ Help reaching out to school district superintendents and school boards.

++ Lack of funding. We need seed money
++ Need support of local regulatory process
++ Not closing sales. More sales & marketing
resources, PR, good fortune!

++ Not being able to scale quickly enough due to
lack of seed capital

++ Not enough market demand or speed around

public-sector procurement for performance
management solutions that increase efficiency.

++ Incumbent IT service providers
++ Our core client universe is social change

organizations, and the Trump administration’s
plans to defund Planned Parenthood, repeal
Obamacare, and attack labor unions threatens
the budgets of our target clients.

++ Economy going to shit.... a better president?
++ Long sales cycles

++ There’s a lot of competition and access to data

++ Founders time

++ Change in technology, upcoming competitors

++ Access to capital and securing subcontracting

++ Bureaucracy, PR
++ Going too slow
++ Funding
++ Potential competition would be a threat,

investment in our company would mitigate it
as it would allow us to ramp up our sales and
marketing quickly.

++ Taking the leap to bidding on larger pieces of
business

++ Regulations and real estate costs. Gov’t subsidies to offset costs of space.

++ Regulatory hurdles around creating/establishing
money transfer businesses

++ Lack of marketing budget. Additional funding
would help mitigate it.
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work as a relatively new entity can be an impediment to growth. It would be helpful if local
Economic Development Center/Corporations
served as advocates to make the connection
between established businesses and newer
businesses and underscore the benefits of this
relationship.

++ The demographic is a small niche group and we
will be the first to create the demographic with
true intentions to market and service the needs
of African American girls.

++ Access to talent in greater Richmond
++ Need for additional funding rounds for capital
expenditures (i.e. new stores).

++ Challenge to scale up. Fees are too low to

secure clients, due to lack of culturally accepted
retainer-based revenue model

++ Rising above the noise.
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What threats or impediments to growth does your company face, and what would help you
mitigate them?
++ Regulatory uncertainty; mitigated by an active
government relations strategy

++ Our biggest treat is our ability to raise capital.
++ Access to affordable technical staff; part-time
consultants help

++ There are no threats or impediments to growth,
per se.

++ USPS monopolistic tendencies and its lack of

understanding of commercial business practices could result in policies, rates or rule changes
that could put us out of business overnight, and
there is no alternative supplier to whom we can
turn.

++ Hiring superstars is difficult due to the negative

image of our industry. Recognition of the potential for industry wide disruption would help.

++ Industry disruption

++ Lack of focus.

++ Donald Trump’s presidency and GOP congres-

++ Sporadic client sales cycles. Additional long-

sional control would mean significant changes
to the banking industry. It could lead to contraction in that sector, which might mean fewer
opportunities. I’m mitigating it by moving into
other, entirely unrelated sectors.

++ Macroeconomic shifts in the investment
landscape

++ Lack of funding: more effort to build a VC
community in this area

++ Competitors
++ Financing and resources required to raise the
necessary funds to get to major milestones

++ Funding is always a challenge. Raising enough
capital to achieve your goals

++ Lack of funding. There is competition (that’s

headed in the wrong direction), but we can’t
stave them off indefinitely.

++ Legislative inaction on Postal reform (USPS

financial “crisis” remains unresolved) keeps the
USPS from opening up to innovation and public
private partnerships. Congress needs to act.
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term contracts/enterprise clients.

++ Locating technical talent to work for equity or
funders who share our vision.

++ Restrictive Legislation. Hiring Struggles.
++ The biggest “threat” as always is not making

something people want, or failing to execute to
a very high quality standard.

++ Competition, changing technologies
++ Acquiring funding
++ Scaling
++ Product and market risk
++ President Elect Trump
++ Hiring new staff with sufficient expertise
++ Ability to acquire talent is the biggest, most
costly impediment to growth we face.

++ New competition
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What threats or impediments to growth does your company face, and what would help you
mitigate them?
++ Slow deal flow
++ Customers being skeptical to use product at
first.

++ Lack of capital, focus on revenue
++ Financing opportunities and high lease cost.

Being able to qualify for SB loan with 80k in annual
revenue instead of 100k.

++ Customers not knowing we exist
++ Lack of funding; Greater access to investors.
++ Our capacity to support to new customers.

securing VC funding will allow us to hire more
engineering, sales and marketing team members.

++ A spike in logistics costs would present us

with problems. We would likely have to revisit our
pricing for current and new clients.

++ Threats & impediments -- not being able to convey to training vendors the importance of what we
are doing and how deep this untapped market is.
Training will always be a necessity. What it is not is
available to everyone who needs it, “in the manner
in which it is needed” -- we aim to change that by
securing as much as we can, making it available
with no cost, timing, or programmatic condition
& restrictions. Equal access for all, and those who
are unable to pay anything, they get to quality for a
free membership to use what they want when they
want, as they want for a year!
++ Market uncertainty, lack of funds.
++ Automation
++ Too many customers, too little time, need to

grow revenue faster to afford to grow staff faster.

++ The country falling into another economic

help etc

depression and company’s focus on the need to
have, not the nice to have. Being undercut by a
smaller, less experienced agency that is able to
charge less to produce events. Also, Trump not
being President.

++ Major risk was supply chain/scaling, but we got

++ Time

++ Capital
++ Access to folks with info on funding; quick tech

that taken care of.

++ Customer Acquisition, Retention and Opera-

internal sales and contracts processes

tions Scaling. Strategic Partnerships, Continued
Traction in Business, Product Enhancements.

++ We sell primarily to large hospitality enterprises.

++ Funding

++ Long sales cycles we are working to improve

Because of the length of the sales cycle - financing
would help us get through the long cycle.

++ Raising working capital for this new project.

Bad credit and low performance last year hurt us.
Trying to get that break to breakthrough.
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++ Free sales team :)
++ Speed to market, more resourced startups in

category who make a pivot to our targeted customer. Execute quickly, leverage existing national
footprint to build out market presence, and build
follow on product using bones of existing platform.
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What threats or impediments to growth does your company face, and what would help you
mitigate them?
++ White supremacy, disorganized African Amer-

ican elites and population in general, intentional
undermining, people under the illusion that it
takes $100+ million to start [in the industry we’re
attempting to participate within]. No IT or graphics
skills, no money, lazy politicians. Mostly a notion so
bold that people cannot wrap their heads around
the potential. There are only two of us working on
this with passion and no funding. It’s tough to make
meetings with all sorts of folks, have any kind of
a job, and keep a roof over our heads. That said,
we’re getting closer.

++ Upcoming competition - so far, we haven’t seen
any offerings at the same caliber as us, but many
competitors have better marketing. So we’ll see
what the next year brings

++ Talent - geographic footprint expansion
++ The incumbent player in our market, existing
federal legislation benefitting incumbent.

++ More contenders and we would have to promote ourselves more

++ There are only 3 of us trying to do everything.

We will start thinking about looking for funding for
hiring a sales team (and other infrastructure) but
we want to see how far we can take it.

++ Rent, rent, rent. We are not in a space now but

hope to be in 2017. I will be taking advantage of
opportunities that allow me to get solid investors
or other financial assistance to reduce the looming
issue of rent. I also plan on using a broker that
will assist me in every way possible to negotiate a
good deal. Lastly, I plan to cultivate a community
of faithful clients/customers by providing personal
service, unique products, and interesting/fun
social events.

++ Time, funds
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++ The biggest impediment to growth is lack of

funding. This company has been bootstrapped, so
hiring is always a leap.

++ Running out of cash before achieving product-market fit
++ Impediments to growth: A market that has a

need for services that are provided and limited
capital, which results in a long sales cycle. Mitigation: Bigger prospect pipeline and steady cash
flow.

++ Another competitor raises a round of funding
quicker than we do and gets to the finish line
before we do! :(

++ I have not taken out any significant loans so

far. Taking on a large debt is risky. I need to be
sure I have a team of expert advisors if I decide to
expand to another location.

++ Running out of money
++ Unable to develop software fast enough

and thereby allowing competition to catch up.
Resolved by either taking external investment to
expand our development bandwidth or by being
acquired by a company with more available capital.

++ Growing staff costs, increasing healthcare

premiums putting pressure on individual earnings,
difficulty of standing out in a very noisy digital
world.

++ Time -- continuing to prioritize my time
++ Copyright law changes.
++ Pace for an idea of ours to reach market is very

slow. We also don’t have established working
connections with clients in the product market we
are trying to enter.
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QUESTION 3
Why is the DC/MD/VA area a good place for you to do business?
++ Proximity to Capitol Hill.

++ We live here, and it is close to other major

++ My hometown

markets, especially New York, where we have a
strong network.

++ We work with a lot of associations and trades

++ It’s where I live. :-)

who are also a channel to their member companies. DC is the biggest association hub in the US so
it’s a perfect place to be. We are currently big fish
in this pretty small pond, which is nice, just need to
understand how to venture into wilder waters.

++ My family is here.
++ Access to talent
++ This is where I live. There are lots of small
businesses here who need help.

++ Many of our customers are in the mid-atlantic
region, also have family ties, pool of talent

++ Virtually every major nonprofit has their

++ It is a young entrepreneurial ecosystem and is a
top tier media market.

++ It’s where we live.
++ Hometown so have the network and knowledge
of the school system, demographics great, PTA
volunteers run the before/after school enrichment
which is where we come in to manage.

++ A lot of large companies with international

relationships, headquarters, lots of training needs
in this area

++ very diverse. Association capital.

headquarters or a representation office in DC. This
area has a reputation for being a social enterprise/
innovation hub.

++ We live here and Fairfax County is business

++ The restaurant and food retail space is more

experiences, such as joining a karaoke league.

approachable.

++ Lots of educated families who value educational

daycare for their children. Many families have good
incomes to invest in quality day care.

++ Mission driven talent
++ People understand the double bottom line
++ The community is small enough to meet
basically whoever you’re trying to meet

++ Hotel niche developed because this is the

epicenter of the U.S. hotel industry--Marriott,
Hilton, Choice, and numerous other operators and
ownership groups.
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friendly

++ There are a lot of people interested in new

++ Because there are startups that understand the
value of working with government, and state and
local governments willing to work with startups.

++ Very reasonable people
++ It’s small enough that everyone helps each

other, but large enough that it’s not a zero-sum
game

++ Great startup scene. DCVR has allowed us to

help grow the VR community to be one of the best
on the east coast
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Why is the DC/MD/VA area a good place for you to do business? (cont.)
++ Because our target audience is here and we

have a rich resource of diverse leaders coming in
and out of the city looking for growth.

product testing with families for their SUVs. Parents
needed to take surveys at times and we watched
the kids.

++ The DC Metro area is the 2nd largest office

++ Diversity

market in the country, as well as a center of domain
expertise for commercial real estate.

++ Great talent, resources and experience
++ This area offers our employees a unique and

++ Unlimited business opportunities in the private
and public sectors

++ Great, varied population

diverse community to thrive in.

++ Access to clients

++ It’s geographically central to a lot of related

++ That is where most federal agencies and many

events and festivals.

++ Hugely diverse population to build and sell in a
double sided marketplace.

++ DC is the seat of business and government

large businesses are headquartered. It is also
where we live in a community of highly talented
and driven founders

++ MD

for the world--I AM immediately an international
brand via my geography. And all the “experts” are
here or want to be here---total advantage to G.G.C.
Service.

++ Plenty of quality new ventures starting up

++ Multiple income levels and diversity

++ We are a nonprofit social enterprise whose

++ Yes, there is tremendous opportunity for growth
as the entrepreneurship and small business
community continues to grow.

++ I live here and have many local contacts.
++ Everyone has kids, and it’s a destination area.

When I started I thought we would be doing
weddings and social events. That was what we
were doing in the first year but with an investment
in SEO, social media marketing, and networking
our scope changed drastically. There are things
we have done I couldn’t have imagined until I was
asked. Like working for Land Rover as they did
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++ Few Advisors around willing to accelerate

growth for early stage ventures for stock only

mission is to create economic opportunity
within marginalized communities by building an
equitable food system. We do not take a market
approach in regards to whom we serve; however,
there are only 2 full-service grocery stores for
75,000+ people in Ward 7 and 1 full-service
grocery store for 78,000+ people in Ward 8. This
presents an opportunity to solve these challenges
and build power to shape a more equitable future
across race, class, and gender.

++ Consumer interest in local spirits, market size,
ability to partner with local farmers to source
inputs for our products
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Why is the DC/MD/VA area a good place for you to do business? (cont.)
++ government, trade associations, lots of
prospects

++ We focus on associations and there’s an enormous cluster of them in this area.

++ Talent, Access to capital
++ Government
++ No response
++ Education Tech Hub
++ My internet company is totally mobile. However,
being close to DC metro resources is a huge
benefit.

++ While we don’t do any government work, many

of our clients do. There is an educated, ambitious
workforce with plenty of opportunity to engage
clients in a variety of sectors that have been
effectively priced out by other larger agencies,
yet need more experience than a freelancer could
deliver.

++ High income earners, expensive homes, and the

++ It’s not
++ It’s home. Financing and legal resources.
++ It’s not. I currently live here and will probably
move because it’s too expensive.

++ Because of TEDCO
++ We could be anywhere; it’s not necessarily the

best place for us (very expensive; we could do the
same thing anywhere)

++ Policy making
++ We live here
++ My network of colleagues
++ It is home for all of the founders. We have roots
here. We have access to fast Internet, good transportation, easy access to government, and access
to tens of thousands of not-for-profit associations.

++ People are extremely receptive to helping/
mentoring others around.

ability and willingness to improve them

++ More and more growing companies

++ Where I live

++ The consumer market is ideal.

++ Because it’s where we live, and VA is a business

++ Half our customer-base is comprised of large,

friendly state

global NGOs that are primarily based in DC.

++ I live in MD

++ Many Musicians

++ Pretty good tech talent, cheaper than SF or

++ Excellent area to test our service offering.

NYC, access to regulatory bodies that oversee our
industry
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++ Yes, credible for what we do. no, because not a
great network of folks who are / or who think like
business people.
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Why is the DC/MD/VA area a good place for you to do business? (cont.)
++ Proximity to East Coast businesses, employee

++ Active property markets with the age group we

++ DC is home to many headquarters of national

++ Technology hub

base

advocacy organizations and unions, who are core
to our client universe.

are targeting

++ I live here

++ Great talent, less competition, great quality of

++ Summed up in one sentence: The Government

++ Clients are here

++ Moderate cost of living, highly educated

living

++ Where NASA headquartered
++ Love being near policy centers, good support-

is here.

workforce

++ Because it’s one of the least racist most diverse

ive tech community

areas in America with highly-educated individuals
and multiple business opportunities.

++ DMV area businesses can serve clients with

++ Inclusive startup community, less competition,

interests in private, public, or non-profit sectors
in the domestic or international marketplace. This
mix allows us to focus on having a diversified client
portfolio.

++ DC is very open to minority small businesses.
I think that DMV also is also the leader in tech
inclusion regarding communities around the
country.

++ Great place for women entrepreneurs
++ Cost of living
++ Recession-proof.
++ here is where my family is located. Being my

husband the CEO of the US branch (Arlington
based) of a Spanish technology consulting firm,
I needed to start something that allows me the
flexibility to take care of my baby (2 year old).

++ Lots of targets. Stable economy.
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cheaper.

++ Proximity to NIH, WRAIR, FDA
++ Strong relationship base
++ Employee and lab/office space costs far below

biotech hubs Boston and San Francisco. Workforce
is more professional and experienced in biotech
rather than fresh from academic lab. Great place
for 30- and 40-something professionals to raise
families compared to Boston and SF

++ Access to all necessary components of the

industry: equipment & reagents vendors, contractors for animal studies, contractor for clinical trials
etc

++ Good engineering talent and large number of
enterprise customers

++ Close to UMD, NIST, NIH, etc.
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Why is the DC/MD/VA area a good place for you to do business? (cont.)
++ The area is full of highly educated, health-con-

scious people, that are aware of their need to
regularly connect to outdoor spaces. And, DC
Metro area is rated a top city for park acres/
person. However, the region is off the radar for
most outdoorists/outdoor industry entrepreneurs
- so for us, we think it’s a great place to pilot our
product. Also, companies like Map Box, Nat Geo,
and Esri make the area a hub for GIS professionals.

++ It’s close to USPS headquarters so we can keep

++ Centrally located on the east coast, access

to transportation to enable national and global
presence; talent pool in DMV; close to the heart
of national politics, access to global economic
leadership

++ Our clients are here, and the active startup
community does help attract talent.

++ Industry connections

an ear to the tracks.

++ We live here and know our customers

++ Growing set of larger corporates

++ Yes, but not as good as Bay Area

++ High growth tech community on the rise, easier

++ DC/MD/VA is a great hub for restaurants and

to rise to the ranks as a local thought leader.

dinners.

++ Location

++ Good mix of business

++ Good median income. Active population

++ Lots of globally-minded talent; a vibrant livable

++ Less of a bubble mentality than SV.
++ Very entrepreneurial community, excellent
talent

++ near home. decent pet market.

city; flights to nearly everywhere

++ Very diverse group of consumers.
++ Home base, Government regulator proximity
made it practical to structure our company.

++ My partner and I live here and have ties here,

with and even build niche capabilities.

and our business is not brick-and-mortar so we
don’t need to be close to customers

++ Consumer product companies are rare in the

++ The VR community here is much more robust

++ lots of business opportunities to get started

Metro DC area which makes it easy to hire (ironic
but fact), and we are here mostly because we/our
families live here

++ Diverse clientele across industry - federal + local
government and headquarters.
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than outside people realize, and the community
is also very supportive. Companies are more than
willing to partner or collaborate so that we can all
be better together.

++ Closeness to human capital
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Why is the DC/MD/VA area a good place for you to do business? (cont.)
++ It is a very supportive startup community with

networking & events. However, the DC/MD/VA
has not been a great area in terms of sales.

++ Strong source of tech talent.
++ Mach37 is a great accelerator for cybersecurity
companies.

++ There are a lot of companies within the DC/MD/
VA space who understand the importance of
data security and want to ensure their IT assets
are retired through the proper channels.

++ Attractive place to live, educated population

++ Local government support, access to federal
government, access to pool of resources.

++ Client mix: public/private & startups
++ Splits the difference between Silicon Valley

and “the rest of the world” reasonably well. But
mostly we’re here because it’s where we live.

++ There is an unlimited amount of money and

progressively-minded creatives in the area
that understand the power of live experiences.
Moreover, there are an ample amount of venues
(both indoor & outdoor) to host any style of
event.

++ Network of professionals

++ High income

++ Closer proximity to influencing public policy

++ For a consumer-facing company, the DMV area

with associations and the federal government.

++ Strong consumer market.
++ Not so great yet but lots of potential
++ Access to ex-secret service and security officials.
Access to top talent.

++ DC is home to a talented workforce and the

headquarters of many hotel chains. Great fit for
us.

++ Robust culinary community. Needs help

eradicating food desert conditions in vulnerable
communities. That’s my passion.

++ It’s home!
++ This is home, to say I know the market and its

needs intimately is a severe understatement.
I’ve been more a victim of it than party to it, no
better place to resolve issues there in your own
backyard.
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offers a melting pot of target consumers and an
ideal location to test and learn before scaling in
to major metropolitan markets.

++ Lots of organizations, from profits to non-profits,
at various scales.

++ The big government agencies are here for
finance and education.

++ Convenience
++ Security and technology intellectual networks,

diverse leaders in influential positions, government and great universities bring leaders and
talent from around the country.

++ Demographics, transportation, cultural

tourism opportunities, embassies of the African
Diaspora in Washington, D.C., the Chesapeake
Bay, deep harbor capable of hosting maritime
events.
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Why is the DC/MD/VA area a good place for you to do business? (cont.)
++ It’s a small enough community where people are
happy to connect you with potential clients and
opportunities, but big enough so that there is
enough money in RFPs and other projects.

++ Plus, government work / contracts is a huge
draw for us.

++ Our customers are here
++ This area is the most transient area in the

country. People here also tend to be highly
educated, concerned about the environment,
and happy to spend their disposable income on
conveniences.

++ Proximity to Capitol Hill.
++ My hometown
++ We work with a lot of associations and trades

who are also a channel to their member companies. DC is the biggest association hub in the US so
it’s a perfect place to be. We are currently big fish
in this pretty small pond, which is nice, just need to
understand how to venture into wilder waters.

++ My family is here.
++ Access to talent
++ This is where I live. There are lots of small
businesses here who need help.

++ Many of our customers are in the mid-atlantic
region, also have family ties, pool of talent

++ Virtually every major nonprofit has their

headquarters or a representation office in DC.
This area has a reputation for being a social
enterprise/innovation hub.
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QUESTION 4
How could the climate for business in the region be better for your company?
++ Better funding options for early stage.

++ It’s good now.

++ It’s perfect for us. Everyone is starting to really

++ Cheaper marketing options; cheaper insurance

++ offering robust programs(i.e. beyond Great

++ More rebate program for energy/water saving

pay attention to culture.

Streets funds which are pretty competitive) to
small businesses since the rental rates are really
not in our favor.

++ Government research grants
++ Lower expenses (living expenses, business
expenses)

++ Strengthen the ecosystem for social enterprises
so that they have the money needed to invest
in strengthening their organizational capacity
and partnerships with other organizations to
increase the impact of their work.

++ More opportunity for foodie networking. More
funding for food-focused businesses.

++ More financial support for child care costs.
++ More/better VCs
++ Angel investors could be less risk averse and
more interested in B2C

++ Access to more software development talent.
This is a HIGHLY competitive market.

++ Keep taxes on entrepreneurs low. Keep costs

of living for our (future) employees down, so
we can hire people in this region and not from
somewhere else.

++ More pre-seed and seed capital available for
entrepreneurs. A higher tolerance for failure.

++ More money, more cash to spend on enrichment for the kids.
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options. More access to capital.

products

++ More early stage funding and angels
++ More people working on VR / AI / IoT / other
future focused businesses

++ It would be better if there were more spaces for

us to grow, connect and learn from one another
instead of seeing each other as competitor.
There is a lot of noise. it would be great to have
a go to place to learn and see how we can all
grow.

++ The fundraising environment is very difficult

in the DC area. Legal and accounting firms
are too difficult to work here versus the West
Coast because they aren’t used to working with
startups that need to be agile and flexible

++ Further support of the investment community
and community, political leaders to create a
focus on innovation.

++ If the government stopped spending money

they don’t have, and raising taxes constantly. If
more jobs were able to telecommute to reduce
traffic.

++ Less expensive office space and more startup
money/grants/loans

++ If everyone understood that until you under-

stand racism/white supremacy--all other things
will only confuse you.

++ Improved lending practices
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How could the climate for business in the region be better for your company? (cont.)
++ Women-owned companies should include those
that earn less than is currently the minimum. We
do not have enough revenue to qualify, even
though we are an all-women firm.

++ That people just pay attention when I talk for

different circles from hospitality to meeting
and event planners, to venues. We break down
a barrier to participation and engagement
matters.

++ lower taxes
++ Region is basically not affected by economic
changes in the economy

++ Access to funding opportunities, networking
++ If we could get a business mentor who could

help us with introductions and / or with whom
we could partner.

++ More cashed out tech execs reinvesting in early
stage ventures

++ Foundations and government funders need

to spend funds on effective, system-shifting
models, rather than avoiding risk and piecemeal
solutions.

++ It’s fine now
++ Less traffic; better metro
++ Smarter regulations that are cost effective. More
freedoms for smaller businesses, and more
accounting requirements for larger businesses.

++ Better links between the local large businesses
(incl defense contractors) and small business

++ Less taxes, more schools
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++ To begin with, the D.C. government should

revisit the requirement to tax software sales and
digital services. The corporate tax structure in
D.C. is overly complicated, heavy on requirements but low on benefits outside of the first
year of operations.

++ On a macro level, there is too much focus on

the “social good” aspect. While charitable work
is important, running a profitable business
ethically that pays its employees, consultants
and taxes is under appreciated.

++ The vast majority of our technology / startup /

business press are shallow at best, and the “reporting” is predominantly vapid and superficial.

++ Support for small businesses and startups

from large, established corporations seems
to be primarily a function of self-interest in
the form of CSR / marketing for early stage
social good companies, rather than new, but
established companies with stronger business
fundamentals.

++ Opportunities for small businesses to win state
and federal contracts are still very limited, and
opaque.

++ I do think that Fosterly is on the right track

towards building a community in which DMV
businesses can start to engage and trust
each other more in terms of referrals and joint
ventures.

++ Fewer deer to eat plants! Requires continued
growth and high discretionary incomes.

++ More help writing government grants.
++ More entrepreneurs in the area
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How could the climate for business in the region be better for your company? (cont.)
++ Better, more cohesive startup community, more
tech talent, more local startup investors

++ Interaction with local authorities
++ More early stage, risk tolerant financing
resources.

++ More seed capital and opportunities for

for-profit social enterprises and double-bottom
line businesses.

++ More seed funding
++ Lower salaries :)

++ E xpensive when getting started out to stay

healthy and lucrative - health insurance, food,
gym membership, transportation costs, and
fees for corporate registration make starting out
quite tough.

++ My business provides professional development
trainings targeted at political professionals from
entry-level to executive. Unpaid internships
are still a major part of the employment
environment in the industry, and this refusal to
pay junior staff fairly for their work makes it very
difficult for early-career professionals to buy
tickets to my business’s events.

++ It’s good.

++ More diverse talent pool to work from

++ More and easier early-stage funding

++ If there were more companies in our target

++ Allow us to secure an SBA loan (they are off

limits to technology companies). We have had
dismal results trying to raise capital in this area,
but we have found substantial interest in our
company with investors in Silicon Valley, CA.

++ There is an extreme lack of experience among

the startup workers in the DMV. All the good
folks [in my opinion] end up leaving for a better
startup scene like the bay area. Specifically
the DMV lacks a strong network of Product
Managers.

++ Bigger marketing budgets
++ Lower taxes and a better consumer culture to
support local products and services.

++ More awareness
++ More opportunities for funding i.e. more VC’s
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market (large commercial companies) , that
would be great

++ The more prosperous, the better.
++ Better corporate tax rates
++ The DMV area currently operates in silos and at

times reciprocity is not in place (e.g. business
certifications) causing business owners to spend
precious time and money replicating paperwork. Stronger monitoring and accountability
of small business engagement on contracts by
requesting agency, business, or department.
Frequently businesses are asked to participate
on contract bid team but are not given any work
in the end.

++ More support for VC backed companies; better
workforce

++ Lower taxes.
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How could the climate for business in the region be better for your company? (cont.)
++ I would appreciate more support for non-tech-

nological entrepreneurs. I consider myself an entrepreneur, have the spirit to bootstrap my way, am
looking to invest my time and energy in pursuing
business ideas in which I believe and persevere to
get things done. However, I see a lot of resources
for either IT startups or young entrepreneurs, or
help for business owners and small businesses, but
I don’t see a community of non-IT entrepreneurs
who want to mingle with like-minded people.
Multidisciplinary entrepreneurship can lead to a
wealth of innovative businesses, which I think it has
not yet been unleashed.

++ Maryland could make it easier to do business
and actively target VA and DC companies.

++ More grant support for early stage companies
++ Too difficult to get certified, qualify for govern-

ment contracts, etc....I have done it successfully,
but has taken nearly a year in some cases

++ More professional investors (not angel groups)
++ By not allowing Donald Trump and GOP

congressional supporters to alter the social and
business climate as thousands of their administrators and staffers move into DC in January.

++ More investors in the consumer space.
++ We need more venture capital in this area:

we can get from discovery to development
on grants, but clinical trials require enormous
amounts of money that is lacking in this region.

++ There seems to be a lack of appetite for seed
rounds that need to finish R&D, especially
in non-software technologies. (Or I just had
trouble finding funding.)

++ I like what WeDC is doing. I’d love to better
contacts at DC DPR.

++ If the federal government spent less money

in this region and the beltway bandits thus
hired fewer of the good local developers at
subsidized rates, it would help those of us trying
to grow businesses that are not reliant on tax
dollars.

++ Access to more thought leaders across diver-

sified industries and more creative spaces (i.e.
Harvard and MIT have extensive involvement
with Boston’s tech ecosystem.

++ Encourage technical talent to relocate here or
train new technical talent here.

++ More talent and capital are always nice. But I do
believe businesses that are functioning well will
get funded here.

++ More local investors interested in seed funding.
++ Less Gov regulation
++ It would help all startup founders in the region

if more VC’s were less conservative/more willing
to take risk early on!

++ Lower taxes

++ Region needs venture capital presence.

++ Better fund raising and access to new markets

++ Better access to funding sources

++ Better engineering / dev human resources,

++ More start-ups and people with start-up
experience
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more tech-oriented funding opportunities

++ An environment that makes access to restaurants more effective.
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How could the climate for business in the region be better for your company? (cont.)
++ Better ecosystem between DC/MD/VA instead
of looked at as different places

++ Cheaper cost of living. Better cooperation

between DC / VA and MD communities and
governments (lets treat the city as a whole,
because the rest of the world could care less
whether you’re in VA and MD. They’re just
looking to beat you.)

++ Streamlined process for SB to engage county

++ Increasing the number of qualified IT security

professionals and more opportunities for
startups to present their products to potential
customers.

++ A heightened awareness on both the risk

imposed by data-storing devices after they are
no longer in use and the ecological damage
that can occur when IT assets are improperly
disposed.

representatives for guidance and assistance.

++ Help women network and help other women

++ Stronger mid-stage startup community; a

++ Real estate and COL for manufacturing isn’t

significantly stronger investment ecosystem. We’ve
predominantly relied on the team in Silicon Valley
for networking, access to resources, expertise, etc.

++ Evolution of stakeholders.
++ The rest of the world needs to know how

awesome the DC VR community is – we are very
overlooked, as everyone assumes San Francisco,
NY and LA are the only places cool work is happening. We need to get the word out better about
the DC tech community. Also, the actual city of DC
needs to get their act together when it comes to
bureaucracy – I originally started my business in VA
but moved to DC and the difference in the process
of getting everything set up was excruciating and
time-consuming.

++ Cheaper labor
++ Businesses (non startups) wanting to work with
and hire DC based startups.

++ More investors outside of just cyber, bio, and

ed-tech. Also, investors willing to take risks on
“moonshot” type projects/businesses. More of a
Silicon Valley atmosphere.
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doable in DC. Potentially looking to relocate.

++ Customer connections
++ Growth of companies in the tech sector would
attract additional talent

++ It strikes me as odd that even investors tell

entrepreneurs to raise money in NY or Silicon
Valley. If that’s the case, I might as well move
my venture to one of those regions rather than
spend the little resources I have travelling toand from- those areas.

++ Micro businesses need funding opportunities
badly.

++ That for me is not an issue yet since our key

operations are not up and running. As a startup, I’ve been trying to launch this since 2002,
my original idea came in 1998 when I returned
to college to finish my Bachelors/CIS and was
taking classes online. Struggling to secure help
was the biggest obstacle then, still is which is
why my charity is also a fiscal sponsor supporting start-up and young entities less than 2 years
old.
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How could the climate for business in the region be better for your company? (cont.)
++ More venture capital representation in the area.
++ More business advisors and funding
opportunities

++ All but impossible for early stage startups to

raise money in the DC area if they’re not doing
something well understood. DC loves butts in
seats, but doesn’t get *-as-a-service.

++ More large scale, national events being pro-

duced in the city. DCRA improving their special
event application process.

++ Less regulations
++ More venture capital firms and angel groups
with a west coast mindset.

++ Give Black Women funding, we have the most
successful ventures.

++ More accelerator programs
++ More angel investors who are intentional about
challenging pattern recognition in search of
highly scalable startups with diverse founders.
Seed round is critical to women and non-asian
founders. Women in particular prove to deliver
better results.

++ Better organization. More welcoming. People in
government and the private sector more willing
to pick up the phone and expand our network.

++ More support in terms of getting onto the GSA

schedule, becoming SBA-certified, understanding
the local opportunities to a better level

++ Better ecosystem
++ Fewer taxes.
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THANK YOU FOR READING
Do you have ideas on how we can improve the Fosterly Startup Census and Report in 2017?
Submit your suggestions here: http://bit.ly/2k1Tdrc
or find us on Twitter: @fosterly
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